
Strengths Assessment Worksheet

Instructions:

This worksheet is designed to help you identify and explore your strengths across various 
areas of life. Take your time to reflect on each prompt and provide honest and thoughtful 
responses. Your insights will guide our discussions and support your overall well-being.

Strengths Assessment Table

Client Information

Name:

Date of Birth:

Address:

Phone Number: 

Emergency Contact:

Health Conditions:

Medications:

Allergies:  

Life Area Strengths Examples or Details



 

Therapist's Signature:   

Therapist's Name:   

Date:  


	Health Conditions: None
	Medications: None
	Allergies: None
	Life AreaRow2: Emotional Health
	StrengthsRow2: Emotional Awareness
Coping Skills

	Examples or DetailsRow2: I show a keen understanding of my emotions, allowing me to navigate and express them effectively.
During challenging times, I employ mindfulness techniques and seek support from my social network.
	Text2: 
	0: Julia Garcia 
	1: January 15, 2004
	2: 123 Sunshine Lane, Anytown, USA
	3: (555) 123-4567
	4: Maria Garcia (Mother)

	Life AreaRow1: Physical Well-being
	StrengthsRow1: Resilience
Healthy Lifestyle Choices

	Examples or DetailsRow1: I consistently engage in regular exercise routines, demonstrating my commitment to maintaining physical health.
I have adopted a nutritious diet and prioritize sufficient sleep, contributing to my overall well-being.
	Life AreaRow3: 
	0: Interpersonal Skills
	1: Career/Work
	3: Relationships
	4: Spirituality
	5: Problem-Solving
	2: 
	0: Education
	1: Hobbies/Interests


	StrengthsRow3: 
	0: Empathy
Communication Skills

	1: Work Ethic
Problem-Solving Skills

	3: Supportive Friend/Family Member
Conflict Resolution

	4: Mindfulness
Compassion

	5: Analytical Thinking
Resourcefulness

	2: 
	0: Curiosity
Time Management

	1: Creativity
Continuous Learning



	Examples or DetailsRow3: 
	0: I demonstrate a deep understanding of others' feelings, creating meaningful connections in my relationships.
I communicate openly and effectively, fostering a positive and collaborative environment in both personal and professional settings.

	1: I consistently demonstrate dedication and diligence in my professional responsibilities.
I excel in analyzing complex issues and finding innovative solutions, contributing to the success of my team.

	3: I provide unwavering support to my friends and family, offering a listening ear and encouragement during challenging times.
I navigate conflicts constructively, promoting understanding and resolution in my relationships.
	4: I incorporate mindfulness practices into my daily life, fostering a sense of spiritual well-being.
My spiritual beliefs guide my actions, and I demonstrate compassion towards others in various aspects of my life.
	5: I possess strong analytical skills, enabling me to dissect problems systematically and formulate effective solutions.
In challenging situations, I demonstrate resourcefulness, creatively finding solutions even with limited resources.
	2: 
	0: I exhibit a strong desire to learn, regularly seeking out new knowledge and skills to enhance my personal and professional growth.
I effectively manage my time, balancing work, education, and personal commitments with admirable efficiency

	1: I engage in various artistic pursuits, showcasing my creative talents and finding joy in expressing myself through art.
Whether it's picking up a new instrument or exploring a new hobby, I embrace opportunities for continuous learning and personal development.


	Text3: 
	0: 
	1: Dr. Alice Smith
	2: January 10, 2024



